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Singapore, 17 September 2014
PRESS RELEASE
Element Art Space
Raffles Hotel Arcade
328 North Bridge Road #02-13
T: +65 6883 2001
Singapore 188719
F: +65 6883 2707
Gallery Hours: Open Daily 11:00AM - 7:00PM
(Closed on Public Holidays)
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ADOBO APOCALYPSE: Bembol dela Cruz, Carlo Gabuco and Wire Tuazon
Thursday, 09 October − Sunday, 09 November 2014
Opening Reception: Thursday, 09 October from 6:30 to 8:30 PM
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Element Art Space is pleased to present its second Filipino exhibition with works by Bembol dela Cruz, Carlo Gabuco
and Wire Tuazon. It will run from 09 October to 09 November 2014.
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Aptly titled “Adobo Apocalypse,” these three artists created paintings of unattainable narrative where salvation
becomes a natural tableau which feeds on tensions and the borders of disputes. Dela Cruz grapples with the nervous
idea of paranoia, anger and sadism present in our day-to-day. Gabuco’s works provide symptoms of uncertainty and
conflict present in our struggle of coming to terms with our identities. Using self portraits to explain the so-called selfie
generation, Gabuco’s paintings allude to the photographic process and create panoptic interpretations contained in the
works themselves.
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Wire Tuazon, being the most senior of these three artists, juxtaposes texts with an archival, momentous period to
suggest knowing and telling, enabling the circulation of meaning across time. By incorporating his ‘small town’
environment as a vantage point, he draws upon a profusion of materials, its shared history and intricate layers of
mythology. He also interweaves text and image, and questions the loss of meaning or multiple valences of poetic
engagement.
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This exhibition will be the first collaboration done between the three artists. All three artist incorporate the feeling that
something is on edge, turning our gaze to the topic of endings and mortality in our own subjective post-apocalyptic
grapples with collapse, settlement or some kind of rebuilding.
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Adobo Apocalypse is composed of 9 artworks. The exhibition will run until 09 November 2014.
(Continue to page 2)
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Bembol dela Cruz was born in 1975 in Manila, Philippines, has been publicly exhibiting his photorealistic paintings
since 2000. Dela Cruz bagged one of the top three slots at the 8th Ateneo Art Awards and received an artist residency
and exhibition grant at the Liverpool Hope University and exhibited in the United Kingdom and in Ghent, New York.
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Carlo Gabuco was born in 1981, Laguna, Philippines has held annual one-man exhibitions of his paintings since his
first one-man show at the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 2008 and has participated in group exhibitions across the
Philippines, Malaysia, South Korea, England. After emerging as a finalist in the 2006 Philippine Art Awards, he
completed a series of artist residencies at CASA San Miguel in Zambales (2007), Project Space Pilipinas (2008), HOM
in Kuala Lumpur (2009), NEAR Dangsan in South Korea (2009) and The Artesan Gallery + Studio in Singapore
(2011).
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Wire Tuazon was born in 1973, Angono, Rizal, Philippines received a residency grant at the Ashiya City Museum of
Art and History from the Japan Foundation Asia Center. In 2003, Tuazon was chosen one of the Cultural Center of the
Philippines’s annual Thirteen Artist Awardees. He served as President of the Rizal-based Neo-Angono Artists Collective
in addition to participating in numerous group exhibitions and public art performance festivals across the Philippines,
Australia, Singapore, Japan and Korea.
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About Element Art Space
The gallery first opened in October 2009 under the mentorship of Chua Soobin–one of the
most prominent gallerists in South East Asia and was the first to introduce avant-garde Chinese art to the region.
Initially named S.Bin Art Plus, the gallery changed its name to Element Art Space in 2011. Drawing from Soobin’s
more than 20 years of experience in the art industry, the gallery’s aim remains consistent: to promote great and
innovative artists from South East Asia and provide exchange and dialogue with artists, galleries and collectors from
throughout the world. The gallery also offers residencies to a highly selected number of emerging artists from the
region. The gallery’s inaugural exhibition, “Harmony,” featured the works of 33 painters and sculptors from throughout
the world, many of which have never been displayed to the Singaporean public before--marble sculpture by Fernando
Botero and gold-plated sculpture by Marc Quinn just to name a few. Following this grand entrance to the Singapore art
scene, the gallery continues to be the advocate for compelling and challenging contemporary work by today’s most
exciting emerging and mid-career artists.
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For more information, contact: Stephanie Seet
Raffles Hotel Arcade
328 North Bridge Road #02-13
Singapore 188719
Tel: +65 6883 2001 Fax: +65 6883 2707
Email: stephanie@elementartspace.com
Hours: Open Daily :11:00am-07:00pm
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(closed on Public Holidays)

Image: WIRE TUAZON, Ambulare Series 3 -The Next Liberator, Oil on canvas, 152 x 122 cm, 2014 © Element Art Space
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